
 

Return to Coaching – Youth Curling in Ontario 
September 18, 2020 

Children and youth are back to school and are returning to other sports, with the proper precautions, 
youth curling can be a safe, socially distanced activity for children to participate in. 

As clubs and athletes begin to return to playing their sports, coaches are returning to their important 
role as coaches/instructors/leaders within their clubs, teams and programs.  This document is intended 
to help you “Return to Coaching” with the intention of keeping both you as a coach and your athletes 
safe. 

Return to Play Guidelines 
Curling Canada in consultation with CurlON (Ontario Curling Association) and Northern Ontario Curling 
Association (NOCA), have published Return to Play Guidelines. 

Coaches should familiarize themselves with these Guidelines.  

Sports and Stage 3 in Ontario 
The Ontario Government has made new amendments to the Emergency Management and Civil 
Protection Act regarding facilities for indoor sports and recreational fitness activities. 

For more information on indoor/outdoor sports and recreational fitness facilities status, please read 
the Emergency Management and Civil Protection Act . 

Your club will have a plan on how to manage Covid-19 emergency measures – including cleaning 
protocols in lounge, washrooms and on the ice, capacity, signage, contract tracing information 
collection.  Be sure you understand your club’s protocols. 

How will these emergency measures affect my program and me as a 
coach? 
Access to the curling facilities will be limited 

- A maximum of 50 players will be permitted on ice – Coaches and Club staff are not included in 
the 50 players playing within an organized program rule. 

Interpretation:  If your youth curling program has more than 50 players in it you will need to 
divide the program into two groups and the two groups cannot mix. 

- A maximum of 50 people in the lounge (2m physical distancing required meaning that if the 
lounge may not be big enough to accommodate 50 people). 

https://ontariocurlingcouncil.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/OCC-Return-to-Play.pdf
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/200263


Interpretation:  You may need to limit the number of parents/siblings who are waiting in the 
lounge during youth programming.  Consider a rule of one person per athlete, or a drop off/pick 
up system.  Make sure the rule/process is clearly outlined at the beginning of the season.  
Curlers may not be able to join their parents in the lounge after play you may need to make 
arrangements to have the children meet their parents outside of the club. 

- Change rooms/showers are NOT to be used.  Washrooms are available. 

Interpretation:  Have curlers arrive at the club “game ready” – meaning they only have to 
change their shoes. 

- Any equipment that is rented to, provided to or provided for the use of users of the facility must 
be cleaned and disinfected between each use or, where used in a game or practice, at the end 
of play, such as at the completion of a game or practice. 

Interpretation:  Shared equipment needs to be cleaned between use or in between games.  
Encourage kids to purchase their own equipment to play (build costs of sliders, grippers into 
registration and give each child their own equipment).  Disinfect club brooms and balance 
devices between use.  Any coaching devices that are used to aid teaching that are possibly 
shared must be disinfected before being shared.  Mark rocks with coloured stickers and assign 
colours for the day.  Your club’s ice technician should look after disinfecting the rocks between 
programs. 

Screening 
- All participants, coaches and volunteers must screen themselves on a daily basis. 
- All participants have a responsibility to STAY HOME if they are experiencing ANY COVID-19 

symptoms. 
- Your club will have signage to remind participants of this before the enter the building. 
- As a coach, if any athlete shows symptoms, you should immediately ask them to leave the 

activity, consult your club officials to see how to proceed. 

 

 

 

Communication 
- It’s important that your curlers are prepared for what this new version of “curling” will look like. 

A part of keeping everyone safe will be to provide athletes, parents and coaching staff with 
reliable and easy-to-understand information regarding COVID-19 safety and returning to play. 

- These resources include proper handwashing, physical distancing, how to wear a mask, and 
other tools that they can do on their own, prior to coming to the club. It is vital that your 
athletes alert you if they start to feel unwell. As the coach, you may be responsible for turning 
athletes away if their health questionnaire displays that they could be a risk to others. 

BEST PRACTICE RECOMMENDATION 

The lead coach of a program should have a written program/practice plan in place and shared 
with other program coaches/volunteers.  Consider housing the plan in shared “cloud” storage, 
accessible to all if the lead coach experiences symptoms and cannot attend. 
 

https://www.ontario.ca/page/covid-19-stop-spread
https://www.ontario.ca/page/covid-19-stop-spread


Interpretation:  Instead of meeting parents and curlers in the lounge ahead of sessions, consider 
sending all parental communication electronically, this will limit the number of interactions the 
coach must have with others.  Consider a kick-off webinar/zoom call to talk to everyone at once 
if you feel this is necessary. 

 
Mask or Not? 
Don’t assume that kids won’t wear masks – many are required to do so in school, many are voluntarily 
doing so as well. 

- Each local public health department, and individual curling club may have different policies on 
Mask use. 

- Emergency Orders in most communities will mandate the use of a mask until you reach the rink 
and are ready to play. 

- Ontario Curling Council, CurlON and NOCA are recommending the use of masks during play and 
training/programs.  We highly recommend instructors/coaches use masks at all times. 

- Individuals may have medical exemptions allowing them to not wear masks however, individuals 
with mask exemptions should be informed that they are at a higher risk without the mask and 
should reconsider participating in the activity.  
 
The Emergency Orders of the Government of Ontario address this issue specifically:   
According to the Emergency Management and Civil Protection Act: 

In-person teaching and instruction: 
5. (1) Subject to subsection (2), the person responsible for a business or place that is open and 
that provides in-person teaching or instruction shall ensure that every instructional space 
complies with the following conditions: 
1. The instructional space must be operated to enable students to maintain a physical distance 
of at least two metres from every other person in the instructional space, except where 
necessary for teaching and instruction that cannot be effectively provided if physical 
distancing is maintained (spotting, etc.). 

If you need to enter within that 2-metre distance to assist your athlete, ensure that you have 
a mask and (if possible) gloves to maximize safety for all involved 

 
Hand Sanitation/Hygiene 

- Curlers should clean their hand upon entry to the club and again upon completion of the 
session. 

- Your club will have hand sanitizer available throughout the lounge and on the ice. 
- As a youth coach, you may need to remind young curlers to clean their hands, cough in their 

elbow, put their mask on, etc… 
- It is not recommended that hand sanitizer is applied to curling gloves 

 

Attendance Record 
- Now more than ever, it is important to keep track of who is in your club and when.  CurlON is 

launching a new contract tracing app for its clubs. Otherwise a good old-fashioned attendance 

https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/200364


record (don’t forget to the list your volunteers and coaches too) will work.   Check with your 
club’s Covid-19 management team for the process your club plans to use. 

- In the event of a positive Covid-19 exposure the club will have an obligation to provide the 
attendance record to public health – don’t worry they’ll do the contacting and will maintain 
confidentiality for all involved. 

 

 

Modifying your Coaching Activities 
As a coach – you’re used to being flexible and adapting to different situations.  As you’re planning your 
program activities keep the above Covid-19 protocols in mind.  We highly recommend you use a written 
practice plan to help you plan – share this plan with your fellow coaches/volunteers. 

When planning each activity ask yourself a few questions: 

- Will the curlers remain distanced during this activity? 
- What equipment do I need for this activity?  Do I have enough equipment for each curler to get 

their own, will it need to be cleaned between uses? 

No-contact 
Curling is a very personable sport – we need to change how we interact with each other just a bit… 

- Shouting, even while masked is considered a moderate risk activity.  Coaches should endeavour 
to communicate in a speaking voice. 

- Non-contact greetings before game play – ie tap brooms 
- Give “Air-high fives” or praise and reinforce skill development verbally 
- Adjust coaching instructions to be verbal, demonstrated by coach with the coach’s equipment 

vs. manipulating an athlete’s equipment or body. 
- Clean up rocks using feet/brooms 
- Obviously – contact may be required in the event of an injury or safety issue. 

Athlete to Coaching Ratios 
- A coach is not included in the 50 players per organized activity. 
- Athlete to coaching ratios recommendations have not changed.  1:4 for U9, 1:6 for U12, 1:8 for 

U15/U18. 

QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR CLUB OFFICIALS? 

- Are all participants signing a Covid-19 waiver during registration? 
- How are equipment “rentals” being managed? 
- How are attendance records being managed? 
- What is the “traffic flow” for our club?  You’ll need to communicate this to your 

participants. 
- Are their any additional cleaning responsibilities for the program coaches? 

 



- However, consideration should be made to keeping the same coach with the same athletes to 
limit the exposure of both the athlete and the coaches. 

- If skill levels allow, group siblings together to decrease the number of interactions those curlers 
have. 

- Groups on adjacent sheets should work at opposite ends of the sheet.  (e.g. coach on sheet 1,3,6 
use the home end, coach on sheets 2,4 use the far end.) 

Interpretation:  Instead of a station-based approach where athletes rotate and visit multiple 
coaches in a session, coaches should remain with the same athletes for the entire session.  But 
can rotate groups the following week. 

Physical Distancing 
- Build your activities to maintain physical distancing 

o Example - use home and away ends of the sheet to run programming 
o Use pylons as reminders for where your participants should stand 
o Assign rock numbers (add stickers or coloured elastics) to designate rocks for the day. 
o Give clear instructions as to who is responsible to do things like tidy up rocks 
o Stagger departure times to avoid grouping 
o Use lots of visual clues – ie Are you a broom length away from your friend. 

Remember – if you must to enter an athletes’ 2m bubble, you must 
wear a mask. 

Warm-ups 
- With restrictions of the number of people allowed in the lounge, you may need to conduct 

warm-ups on the ice. 
- If there is insufficient room on the home-end backboard to distance, then divide the group and 

use the backboards at the away end with a coach at both ends. 
- If you must, warm-ups can be done on the ice.  Ensure all curlers have double grippers and 

modify activities to maintain their balance.  Brushing is a great warm up activity - Remember to 
space the curlers. 

Game Play 
- Shouting, even while masked is considered a moderate risk activity.  Players should refrain from 

shouting brushing instructions and primarily use non-verbal signals as much as possible.  
- Game play can happen with any of the participants within your 50-person grouping. 
- Game play on adjacent sheets should start asynchronously, ideally with a 15 to 30 minute delay.  

If game start times cannot be staggered then games on adjacent sheets should start from 
opposite ends. (e.g. Sheet 1, 3, 6 start from the home end,  Sheet 2,4 start from away end.) 

- Coaches can be on the ice for instruction during this time if it’s a “program” game. 
- In a “competitive” event, coaches can sit behind the glass and access their team for timeouts 

etc…  Coaches will have to be distanced behind the glass and will count against lounge capacity. 



What about Bonspiels? 
- A bonspiel would be considered a “one-time” league, providing you’re are continuing to social 

distance from others playing and the league size is 50 or less, bonspiels are technically 
permitted.  Multiple “draws” cannot cross and play each other to declare an ultimate champion 
if there are more than 50 people playing. 

- Local public health or club rules may prohibit “outside” of the club visitors. 
- Off ice activities such as meals, etc… may be affected – consult with your club officials to see 

how they plan to manage “off-ice” time during a bonspiel. 

Rule of Two 
Even though we are in a pandemic, the Rule of Two still applies.  In fact, it’s even more important as 
many coaches go “virtual with their coaching.” 

The goal of the Rule of Two is to ensure all interactions and communications are open, observable, and 
justifiable. Its purpose is to protect participants (especially minors) and coaches in potentially vulnerable 
situations by ensuring more than one adult is present. There may be exceptions in emergency 
situations.  

 

What about the Cookies and Hot Chocolate? 
- This will be the decision of your club - Your club will have a plan on how to manage concession 

and bar sales 
- Self-serve treats and beverages are not permitted 
- If your club allows an after-program snack – the following must be considered: 

o No homemade treats 
o Individually wrapped treats distributed by a masked and gloved adult 
o Disposable cups for hot chocolate 
o Curlers must be masked to pick up their treat and can only remove the mask when 

seated – don’t forget about your lounge capacity. 

 

 

 

GOOD PRACTICES TO IMPLEMENT THE RULE OF TWO 

- Ensure a coach is never alone and out of sight with a participant without another 
screened coach or screened adult (parent or volunteer) present. 

- Allow the training environment to be open to observation. 
- Ensure a participant rides in a coach's vehicle with another adult present. 
- Consider the gender of the participant(s) when selecting the screened coaches and 

volunteers present. 
- Eliminate one-to-one electronic messaging. Ensure that all communications are sent 

to the group and/or include parents. 
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